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Right-Fit Technology Essentials 
Collaborative: Work with a collaborative  
technology partner for your paging, bells,  
and clocks so you always know who to  
contact with any issues

User-Friendly: Choose clock and bell  
systems that are user-friendly so  
day-to-day schedule changes are simple 

Current: Keep your clocks, bells, and  
paging systems up to date to avoid  
losing time and money on repairs

Integrated: Choose clock, bell, and  
paging systems that integrate with  
your emergency response technology

Clear Audio: Choose systems that  
offer crystal clear audio quality to avoid  
confusing communication issues

Customized Solutions: Personalize your  
paging, bell, and clock systems so that  
they meet the unique needs of your school  
and district populations

Paging, Bells, and Clocks:  
Synchronized Solutions for Educational Facilities

Eastern DataComm provides comprehensive, synchronized solutions to improve daily communications.  
Synchronizing your paging system, bells, and clocks allows your school to accurately share the  

schedule for the day while ensuring you can communicate effectively in an emergency.

Your Trusted Partner for  

Customized Safety and Communications Solutions

Eastern DataComm

44 Commerce Way, Hackensack, NJ 07601
P: 888-902-4091  |  E: inquiry@easterndatacomm.com  |  www.easterndatacomm.com

Established in 1988

Connect With Eastern DataComm
Get comprehensive solutions to solve your safety and communications challenges. Contact Eastern DataComm today.



When Bells And Clocks Are Out Of Sync, It Creates Confusion
Systems that are out of alignment can disrupt the flow of the day. Eastern DataComm offers solutions 
that get clocks in sync and help you maintain and adjust times with ease.

Aging Paging And Intercom Systems Make It Hard To Hear You Clearly
You need clear intercom exchanges and paging messages. Our paging and intercom systems provide 
crystal clear audio for effortless communication.

Outdated Systems Cost More And Take More Effort To Repair
If your current system requires manual adjustment and out-of-date parts, repairs can be difficult and  
expensive. Eastern DataComm provides systems that keep your school day running smoothly.

Aging Bells, Clocks, Intercom, And Paging Systems Impact School  
Safety And Security
Older systems may not be able to deliver messages clearly, synchronize with other systems, or offer 
proper guidance to those in the building leading to slow response times in the event of an emergency.

At Eastern DataComm, we can integrate our lockdown and emergency notification system and  
continuous monitoring service (LENS + OPTICS) with paging, video surveillance, and access control 
systems. This comprehensive approach ensures that your technology is always working to protect  
your students, staff, faculty, and visitors.
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Integrated School And District-Wide Technology 
Paging and Intercoms
The intercom and paging system is a significant factor in the daily communications of your  
school, so it’s important to ensure that school is equipped with a system that guarantees  
smooth and clear communication for your faculty, staff, and students.

Bell Schedule
Our team installs a bell controller that gives you complete and total control over the school  
day, improving the ease of use as compared to the complicated traditional analog bell systems.

Clocks
Synchronize the school day with our wireless clock solution, ensuring that each clock is in sync  
with your clock controller and automatically updates for things like daylight savings time.

Customized Alerts & Lockdown Solutions
When every second counts, are you able to respond rapidly? Send customized alerts to teachers, students, and  
the proper authorities swiftly and efficiently. To further safeguard your campus, LENS + OPTICS, our emergency 
notification solution and continuous monitoring service, allow you to initiate and announce a lockdown sequence 
with ease and clarity, integrating seamlessly with your paging system, bells, and clocks.

Challenges Districts Face With Paging, Bell, And Clock Systems

To learn more about  

Paging, Bells and Clocks,  

scan the QR Code:


